What is GIVIT?







Put simply, it is see a need, fill a need.
GIVIT is a CHARITY, for CHARITIES.
Supporting and donating to people via local charities who are in ‘real’ and urgent need, anywhere in
Australia. (people who are our most vulnerable, impoverished and marginalised).
In your local area, any Charity, Community group, not for profit club, school P & C, health care provider,
volunteer group such as SES or Rural fire brigade……. All of these can access and utilise GIVIT…… For free!
GIVIT’s aim and focus is to provide exactly what people need, right where and when they need it most.
If you donate something or funds toward an item or an Appeal through GIVIT, not one cent is used or kept for
administration or overheads. 100% of your donation will go to the intended recipient.

How does it WORK?





Firstly, charities, groups, clubs, etc….. connect themselves with GIVIT. (remember no cost, nothing)
Then when and if a charity or group in your local area need or require something urgently, they put the call
out through GIVIT’s website detailing exactly what it is they need. What is needed, where it is needed, why it is
needed………. This information goes up on GIVIT’s list of urgently needed items.
GIVIT’s enormous and growing group of dedicated followers and generous donors that are spread right across
Australia see the request and if they have that exact item or wish to help, they can pledge to donate it and/or
help fund it. See a need, fill a need.

Opposites attract:





GIVIT’s web site and Smartphone App also works in the reverse direction.
If you have a quality item that you no longer need and wish to offer up to be donated to somebody in need,
you can take a photo and list it yourself with GIVIT as an available item.
Charities and groups all over Australia will see this item and if they need it, will click on to accept it.
Connecting those WHO HAVE with those WHO NEED.

No storage or warehousing, it’s virtual!




The amazing part about GIVIT and its ‘virtual warehouse’ website is there are no cumbersome or expensive
storage problems.
The donated and needed items stay right where they are until the people who need it come and get it, or you
send/deliver it to them.
If funds are donated to purchase an item, this money is spent in the local community where it is required,
ensuring local business is supported.

givit.org.au

